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In contrast, the complexity of the satis�ability problem, where we are asked todecide if a given formula holds in some state of some Kripke structure, has beenprecisely identi�ed. An exponential time lower time bound follows from the lowerbound for PDL in [13], and an exponential time upper time bound was shownin [9], following a sequence of improving upper bounds in [24,40,49].The exponential time upper bound for the �-calculus was shown, however,only for a version of the logic that has only forward modalities. The formula hai'holds in a state s of a Kripke structure M when ' holds in some a-successorof s; in contrast, the \backward" formula ha�i' holds in s if ' holds in somea-predecessor of s. Here a� describes the converse of the atomic program a.Essentially, forward modalities express weakest preconditions, while backwardmodalities express strongest postconditions. Backward modalities correspond toreasoning about the past. There is now a signi�cant body of evidence of theusefulness of reasoning about the past in the context of program correctness[19,27]. For example, it is shown in [32,33] that past temporal connective canconveniently replace history variables in compositional veri�cation. Backwardmodalities also have a counterpart in description logics, where they correspondto inverse roles [14].The importance of backword modalities motivated the study of proceduresfor the satis�ability problem for logics that include them [16,25,31,39,44,45,51].(Backward modalities do not, in general, pose any di�culty to truth-checkingprocedures.) The challenge in developing such decision procedures is that the in-teraction of backward modalities with other constructs of the logic can be quitesubtle. For example, it has been observed by Halpern that backward modalitiesinteract with the assumption of determinism of atomic programs in dynamiclogic in such a way that the �nite-model property is lost [51]. Similarly, back-ward modalities interact with the Repeat construct of Repeat-PDL, posing agreat di�culty to the development of decision procedures. The �rst elementarydecision procedure for Repeat-Converse-PDL was octuply exponential [41]. Thiswas improved later to a quadruply exponential procedure [39]. Finally, combin-ing the techniques in [9] with the techniques in [44] leads to a singly exponentialprocedure.Because of the subtlety of dealing with backward modalities, the satis�abilityproblem for the full �-calculus, which has both forward and backward modal-ities, is still open. Our main result in this paper is an exponential time upperbound for the problem. The approach we take is the automata-theoretic ap-proach advocated in [9,39,51].We �rst show that even though the full �-calculusdoes not have the �nite-model property, it does have the tree-model property.(As argued in [48], the tree-model property, which asserts that if a formula issatis�able then it is satis�able by a bounded-degree in�nite tree structure, o�ersan explanation for the robust decidability of many propositional program logics.)This proof requires a careful analysis of well-founded regeneration sequences ofleast-�xpoint formulas. We then show how a formula ' can be translated to anautomaton A' on in�nite trees that accepts precisely the tree models of '. Tocheck whether ' is satis�able it su�ces then to solve the emptiness problem forA'.Earlier papers that employed the automata-theoretic approach used nonde-terministic tree automata [9,39,51]. The translation from formulas to nondeter-ministic automata is nontrivial; for example, the translation in [51] is exponen-tial and consists of a sequence of successive translations. As argued in [28] and



then utilized in [2,47], it is easier to translate formulas to alternating automata.Alternating tree automata generalize nondeterministic tree automata by allow-ing multiple successor states to go down along the same branch of the tree. Itis known that while the translation from branching temporal logic formulas tonondeterministic tree automata is exponential, the translation to alternating treeautomata is linear [2,28]. Similarly, there is a simple translation from �-calculusformulas to alternating tree automata [2,10]. Alternating tree automata as de-�ned in [29], however, cannot easily handle backwards modalities, since theyare one-way automata. To deal with backward modalities we introduce two-wayalternating automata on in�nite trees, based on an analogous notion of two-wayautomata on �nite trees in [38].It remains then to solve the emptiness problem for two-way alternating treeautomata. Alternating tree automata can be viewed as in�nite games [29]; thisholds for both one-way and two-ways automata. It is shown in [20] that undercertains conditions, which hold here, the winning player has a memoryless strat-egy in these games. We use this to show that two-way alternating tree automatacan be translated to equivalent one-way nondeterministic tree automata with anexponential blowup. The emptiness problem can then be solved by using knownalgorithms for emptiness of nondeterministic tree automata [9,26,34]. This yieldsan exponential time upper bound for the emptiness problem for alternating treeautomata, resulting in a bound of the same complexity for satis�ability of thefull �-calculus.2 Preliminaries2.1 The �-CalculusThe propositional �-calculus is a propositional modal logic augmented with leastand greatest �xpoint operators [22]. A signature � for the �-calculus consistsof a set AP of atomic propositions, a set Var of propositional variables, a setProg of atomic programs, and a subset DProg of Prog of deterministic atomicprograms. Deterministic atomic programs correspond to functional roles in de-scription logics [15]. Determinism plays a role in the semantics, but not in thesyntax. As we will see, having to deal with deterministic programs introduces anadditional di�culty that we will have to overcome in order to develop a decisionprocedure. In the full �-calculus, we associate with each atomic program a itsconverse a�. A program is either an atomic program or its converse. We denoteprograms by �.A formula of the full �-calculus the signature � is either:{ true, false, p or :p for all p 2 AP;{ y for all y 2 Var;{ '1 ^'2 or '1 _ '2, where '1 and '2 are �-calculus formulas;{ h�i' or [�]', where ' is a �-calculus formula and � is a program;{ �y:'(y) or �y:'(y), where y 2 Var and '(y) is a formula.The only di�erence between the full �-calculus and the standard �-calculus isthat in the full �-calculus both atomic programs and their converse are allowedin the modalities h�i' and [�]', while only atomic programs are allowed in suchmodalities in the standard �-calculus. A sentence is a formula that contains nofree propositional variables. We call � and � �xpoint operators. We say that a



formula is a �-formula (�-formula), if it is of the form �y:'(y) (�y:'(y)). Weuse � to denote a �xpoint operator � or �. For a �-formula �y:'(y), the formula'(�y:'(y)) is obtained from '(y) by replacing each free occurrence of y with�y:'(y). For example, if '(y) is p _ h�iy, then '(�y:') is p _ h�i�y:(p _ h�iy).We call a formula of the form h�i' an existential formula.The semantics of the full �-calculus is de�ned with respect to a Kripkestructure K = hW;R;Li over the signature �, where W is a set of points,R : Prog ! 2W�W assigns to each atomic program a transition relation overW such that R(a) is a partial function for each a 2 DProg, and L : AP ! 2Wassigns to each atomic proposition a set of points. We now extend R to the con-verse of atomic programs. For each atomic program a, we de�ne R(a�) to bethe relational inverse of R(a), i.e., R(a�) = f(v; u) : (u; v) 2 R(a)g. Note thatR(a�) for a 2 DProg need not be a function.Given a Kripke structure K = hW;R;Li and a set fy1; : : : ; yng of variables inVar, a valuation V : fy1; : : : ; yng ! 2W is an assignment of subsets of W to thevariables y1; : : : ; yn. For a valuation V, a variable y, and a setW 0 � W , we denoteby V[y  W 0] the valuation obtained from V by assigning W 0 to y. A formula' with free variables among y1; : : : ; yn is interpreted over the structure K asa mapping 'K from valuations to 2W . Thus, 'K(V) denotes the set of pointsthat satisfy ' with the valuation V. The mapping 'K is de�ned inductively asfollows:{ trueK(V) = W and falseK(V) = ;;{ For p 2 AP, we have pK(V) = L(p) and (:p)K(V) = W n L(p);{ For yi 2 Var, we have yKi (V) = V(yi);{ ('1 ^ '2)K (V) = 'K1 (V) \'K2 (V);{ ('1 _ '2)K (V) = 'K1 (V) ['K2 (V);{ ([�]')K(V) = fw 2 W : 8w0 such that (w;w0) 2 R(�); we have w0 2 'K(V)g,{ (h�i')K(V) = fw 2W : 9w0 such that (w;w0) 2 R(�) and w0 2 'K(V)g,{ (�y:'(y))K (V) = TfW 0 �W : fK (V[y  W 0]) � W 0g;{ (�y:'(y))K (V) = SfW 0 �W :W 0 � fK (V[y  W 0])g.Note that no valuation is required for a sentence. For a point w 2 W and asentence ', we say that ' holds at w in K, denoted K;w j= ' i� w 2 'K .2.2 Alternating Tree AutomataFor an introduction to the theory of automata on in�nite trees see [42]. Anin�nite tree is a set T � IN+, such that if x � c 2 T where x 2 IN� and c 2 IN,then also x 2 T , and, if the tree is full, then also x � c0 2 T for all 0 < c0 < c,(Here we use IN to denote the positive integers.) The elements of T are callednodes, and the empty word " is the root of T . For every x 2 T , the nodes x � cwhere c 2 IN are the successors of x. As a convention, we take x � 0 = x and(x � i) � �1 = x (" � �1 is unde�ned). The branching degree d(x) denotes thenumber of di�erent successors x has. If d(x) = k for all nodes x, then we saythat the tree is k-ary. An in�nite path P of T is a pre�x-closed set P � T suchthat for every i � 0, there exists a unique x 2 P with jxj = i. A labeled tree overan alphabet � is a pair (T; V ) where T is a tree and V : T ! �.Alternating automata on in�nite trees generalize nondeterministic tree au-tomata and were �rst introduced in [29]. Here we describe two-way alternatingtree automata. For simplicity, we refer �rst to automata over in�nite binary trees.



Consider a nondeterministic tree automaton A = h�;Q; �; q0; F i. The transitionrelation � maps an automaton state q 2 Q and an input letter � 2 � to a set ofpairs of states. Each such pair suggests a nondeterministic choice for the automa-ton's next con�guration. When the automaton is in a state q and is reading anode x labeled by a letter �, it proceeds by �rst choosing a pair hq1; q2i 2 �(q; �)and then splitting into two copies. One copy enters the state q1 and proceeds tothe node x � 1, and the other copy enters the state q2 and proceeds to the nodex � 2.Let B+(X) be the set of positive Boolean formulas over X (i.e., booleanformulas built from elements in X using ^ and _), where we also allow theformulas true and false, and, as usual, ^ has precedence over _. For a set Y � Xand a formula � 2 B+(X), we say that Y satis�es � i� assigning true to elementsin Y and assigning false to elements in X n Y makes � true. We can represent� using B+(f1; 2g�Q). For example, �(q; �) = fhq1; q2i; hq3; q1ig can be writtenas �(q; �) = (1; q1) ^ (2; q2) _ (1; q3) ^ (2; q1), meaning that the automaton canchose between two possibilities. In the �rst, the copy that proceeds to direction1 enters the state q1 and the one that proceeds to direction 2 enters the stateq2. In the second, the copy that proceeds to direction 1 enters the state q3 andthe one that proceeds to direction 2 enters the state q1.In nondeterministic tree automata, each conjunction in � has exactly oneelement associated with each direction. In alternating automata on binary trees,�(q; �) can be an arbitrary formula from B+(f1; 2g � Q). We can have, for in-stance, a transition�(q; �) = (1; q1) ^ (1; q2) _ (1; q2) ^ (2; q2) ^ (2; q3):This illustrates that several copies may go to the same direction and that theautomaton is not required to send copies to all the directions. In two-way al-ternating automata on binary trees, �(q; �) can be an arbitrary formula fromB+(f�1; 0; 1; 2g�Q). We can have, for instance, a transition�(q; �) = (�1; q1) ^ (0; q2) _ (1; q2) ^ (2; q2) ^ (2; q3);where the direction 0 refers to the current node, and the direction �1 refers to theparent node. We now generalize this to k-ary trees. Let [k] = f�1; 0; 1; : : :; kg. Atwo-way alternating automaton over in�nite k-ary trees is a tupleA = h�;Q; �; q0; F i,where � is the input alphabet, Q is a �nite set of states, � : Q�� ! B+([k]�Q)is the transition function, q0 2 Q is an initial state, and F speci�es the accep-tance condition.A run of an alternating automaton A over a labeled tree hT; V i is a labeledtree hTr ; ri in which every node is labeled by an element of T � Q. A node inTr , labeled by (x; q), describes a copy of the automaton that is in the state qand reads the node x of T . Note that many nodes of Tr can correspond to thesame node of T ; there is no one-to-one correspondence between the nodes of therun and the nodes of the tree. The labels of a node and its successors have tosatisfy the transition function. Formally, a run hTr ; ri is a �r-labeled tree, where�r = T � Q and hTr ; ri satis�es the following:1. " 2 Tr and r(") = ("; q0).2. Let y 2 Tr with r(y) = (x; q) and �(q; V (x)) = �. Then there is a (possiblyempty) set S = f(c1; q1); (c1; q1); : : : ; (cn; qn)g � f�1; 0; : : : ; kg � Q, suchthat the following hold:



{ S satis�es �, and{ for all 1 � i � n, we have y �i 2 Tr , x�ci is de�ned, and r(y �i) = (x�ci; qi).Note that the automaton cannot go backwards from the root of the input tree,as we require that x � ci be de�ned, but " � �1 is unde�ned.A run hTr ; ri is accepting if all its in�nite paths satisfy the acceptance condi-tion. We consider here parity acceptance conditions [43]. A parity condition overa state set Q is a �nite sequence F = (G1; G2; : : : ; Gm) of subsets of Q, whereG1 � G2 � : : : � Gm = Q. Given a run hTr ; ri and an in�nite path P � Tr,let inf(P ) � Q be such that q 2 inf(P ) if and only if there are in�nitely manyy 2 P for which r(y) 2 T � fqg. That is, inf(P ) contains exactly all the statesthat appear in�nitely often in P . A path P satis�es the condition F if there isan even i for which inf(P ) \ Gi 6= ; and inf(P ) \ Gi�1 = ;. (For co-parityacceptance condition we require i to be odd.) An automaton accepts a labeledtree if and only if there exists a run that accepts it. We denote by L(A) the setof all �-labeled trees that A accepts.3 The Tree-Model PropertyTo determine the truth value of a Boolean formula it su�ces to consider its sub-formulas. For modal formulas, one has to consider a bigger collection of formulas,the so called Fischer-Ladner closure [13]. The closure, cl('), of a sentence ' isthe smallest set of sentences that satis�es the following:{ ' 2 cl(').{ If '1 ^ '2 2 cl(') or '1 _ '2 2 cl('), then '1 2 cl(') and '2 2 cl(').{ If h�i 2 cl(') or [�] 2 cl('), then  2 cl(').{ If �y:'(y) 2 cl('), then '(�y:'(y)) 2 cl(').As proved in [22], for every sentence ', the number of elements in cl(') is linearin the length k'k of '.An atom A of ' is a set of formulas in cl(') that satis�es the followingproperties:{ if p 2 AP, then, exclusively, either p 2 A or :p 2 A,{ if '1 ^ '22cl('), then '1 ^'22A i� '12A and '22A,{ if '1 _ '22cl('), then '1 _'22A i� '12A or '22A,{ if �X: (X)2cl('), then �X: (X)2A i�  (�X: (X))2A.Intuitively, an atom is a consistent subset of cl('). The set of atoms of ' isdenoted at('). Clearly, the size of at(') is at most exponential in the length of'. A pre-model (K;�) for ' is a pair consisting of a Kripke structure K =hW;R;Li and a labeling function � : W ! at(') that satis�es the followingproperties:{ '2�(u), for some u 2W ,{ if p 2 �(u), then u 2 L(p), and if :p 2 �(u), then u 62 L(p), for p 2 AP andu 2W ,{ if h�i 2�(u), for u 2 W , then  2�(v), for some v 2 W such that (u; v) 2R(�).



{ if [�] 2�(u), for u 2W , then  2�(v), for all v 2W such that (u; v) 2 R(�).A pre-model of ' is almost a model of ' except for �xpoint formulas that do notnecessarily get the right semantics (that is, �xpoints are arbitrary rather thanminimal or maximal as needed).Fixpoint sentences \trigger" evaluation of other �xpoint formulas. For ex-ample, for the formula �X:(p _ haiX) to hold at some point u, the sentencep _ hai(�X:(p _ haiX)) also has to hold at u. The distinction between leastand greatest �xpoint formulas is in the presence or absence of nonterminatingevaluation sequences. The problem with these evaluation sequences is that theyare hard to trace in the presence of disjunctions and existential modalities. In-tuitively, we do not a priori know whether a disjunction '1 _ '2 will be truebecause of '1 or because of '2 and we do not know which a-successor of a pointu will make hai true at u. To overcome this di�culty, Streett and Emersonintroduced the technical notion of choice functions [40].A choice function � for a pre-model (K;�) of ', where K = hW;R;Li, is apartial function from W � cl(') to W [ cl(') such that for each u 2W : (a) foreach disjunction '1_'2 2 �(u), we have that �(u; '1_'2) is either '1 or '2, and�(u; '1 _ '2) 2 �(u), and (b) for each existential formula h�i 2 �(u), we havethat �(u; h�i ) is some v 2W such that (u; v) 2 R(�) and  2 �(v). Intuitively,a choice function identi�es how a disjunctive formula or an existential formulais satis�ed. An adorned pre-model (K;�; �) for ' consists of a pre-model (K;�)for ' and a choice function �.We can now de�ne formally the notion of derivation between occurrences ofsentences in adorned pre-models. Let (K;�; �) be an adorned pre-model of ',The derivation relation, denoted `, is de�ned as follows:{ if '1 _ '22�(u) then ('1 _ '2; u)`(�(u; '1 _ '2); u),{ if '1 ^ '22�(u), then ('1 ^ '2; u)`('1; u) and ('1 ^ '2; u)`('2; u),{ if h�i 2�(u), then (h�i ; u)`( ; �(u; h�i )),{ if �X: (X)2�(u), then (�X: (X); u)`( (�X: (X)); u).A least-�xpoint sentence �X: (X) is said to be regenerated from point uto point v (u might be equal to v) in an adorned premodel (K;�; �) if thereis a sequence (�1; u1); : : : ; (�k; uk), with k > 1, such that �1 = �k = �X: (X),u1 = u, uk = v, (�l; ul)`(�l+1; ul+1), for 0 < l < k, and �X: (X) is a subsentenceof each of the �i's. We say that (K;�; �) is well-founded if there is no �xpointsentence �X: (X)2cl(') and an in�nite sequence u0; u1; : : : such that �X: (X)is regenerated from uj to uj+1 for all j � 0.The following theorem was shown for the standard �-calculus, but the proofis insensitive to the direction of the modalities.Theorem 1. [40] A sentence ' of the full �-calculus has a model K if and onlyif it has a well-founded adorned pre-model (K;�; �).We can now establish the tree-model property for the full �-calculus. Notethat it follows from [39] that the �nite-model property does not hold for thefull �-calculus; in contrast, it does hold for the standard �-calculus [23]. Thetree-model property asserts that if a sentence is satis�able then it is satis�ableby a bounded-degree in�nite tree structure. A tree structure is a Kripe structure



hW;R;Li where W is a tree and for each program � if (u; v) 2 R(�), then eitherv is a successor of u or u is a successor of v.The standard way of proving the tree-model property is to take a modeland straightforwardly \unravel" it (see [48]); this does not work when we havebackward modalities and deterministic programs. We have to be careful to un-ravel in a way that simultaneously preserves determinism and satis�es backwardmodalities.Theorem 2. If a formula ' in the full �-calculus is satis�able, then it is sat-is�able at the root of a tree structure whose branching degrees are bounded byk'k.Proof Sketch: Let k'k = n. Suppose that K;w0 j= ' for K = hW;R;Li andw0 2 W . By Theorem 1, ' has a well-founded adorned pre-model (K;�; �).We will construct a well-founded adorned tree pre-model of ', and then appealagain to Theorem 1. We de�ne a partial mapping � : f1; : : : ; ng� ! W byinduction. Let W 0 be the set of elements where � is de�ned. The pre-model willbe (K 0; �0; �0), where (a) K0 = hW 0; R0; L0i, (b) L0(x) = L(�(x)), (c) �0(x) =�(�(x)), (d) �0(x; '1 _ '2) = �(�(x); '1 _ '2). We will de�ne R0 and the rest of�0 inductively.Let h�1i 1; : : : h�mi m be an enumeration of the existential subformulas of'. Note that m < n. We start by taking �(") = w0. Suppose now that wehave already considered every member of f1; : : : ; ngk, and we have already con-sidered xi1; : : : ; xi(j � 1), where xi 2 f1; : : : ; ngk and 1 � j � n. If h�ji j 2�(�(xi)), then, since (K;�; �) is a pre-model, �(�(xi); h�ji j) = u, where u 2W ,(�(xi); u) 2 R(�j) and  j 2 �(u). There are now four cases to consider: (a) if�j = a and a 2 Prog n DProg, then de�ne �(xij) = u, add (xi; xij) to R0(a),and de�ne �0(xi; hai j) = xij, (b) if �j = a�, then de�ne �(xij) = u, add(xij; xi) to R0(a), and de�ne �0(xi; ha�i j) = xij, (c) if �j = a, a 2 DProg, and(xi; z) 62 R0(a) for all z 2 fx; xi1; : : :; xi(j � 1)g, then de�ne �(xij) = u, add(xi; xij) to R0(a), and de�ne �0(xi; hai j) = xij, and (d) if �j = a, a 2 DProg,and (xi; z) 2 R0(a) for some z 2 fx; xi1; : : :; xi(j � 1)g, then �(xij) stays un-de�ned, and �0(xi; hai j) = z. It can now be shown that (K 0; �0; �0) is a well-founded adorned tree pre-model of '. utNote that the tree model constructed in the above proof is not a full tree; itis possible for xi to be a node in the tree without x(i � 1) being a node in thetree. It is technically more convenient to deal with full trees. To that end we adda new atomic proposition pT . The intuition is that pT is true only at nodes thatbelong to the tree (so nodes where pT is false are dummy nodes). We now replaceeach modal subformula h�i by h�i(pT ^ ) and each modal subformula [�] by[�](pT !  ). This transformation causes only a linear blow-up, It is easy to seethat the if the original formula is satis�able at the root of a tree structure whosebranching degrees are bounded by k'k, then the new formula '0 is satis�able atthe root of a k'0k-ary tree (where pT is true at the root). We call such formulasuniform formulas, and we can thus restrict attention to full trees. We can assumefurther that DProg = fa1; : : : ; akg and the aj-successor of a node x is the nodexj. Since we need to represent the information about the transition function R,we introduce new atomic propositions to represent this information. For eachatomic program a we introduce two atomic propositions: pa holds at a node xjwhen (x; xj) 2 R(a) and p�a holds in xj when (xj; x) 2 R(a). Note that for a



deterministic program aj, the atomic proposition paj holds in nodes of the formxj, but not in the form xi for i 6= j. Also, if p�aj holds at x, then pT cannot holdin xj, because x cannot have two aj-successors. We call tree structures that obeythese constraints well-behaved tree structures,We are now ready to describe the translation from formulas to two-way al-ternating tree-automata.Theorem 3. Given a uniform formula ' of the full �-calculus, we can constructa two-way alternating parity automaton A' whose number of states is O(k'k),such that L(A') is exactly the set of well-behaved k'k-ary tree structures satis-fying ' at the root.Proof Sketch: The automaton is obtained by taking the intersection of twoautomata (intersection is trivial for alternating automata [29]). The �rst automa-ton checks that the input tree is well-behaved. Constructing this automaton isan easy exercise. The second automaton checks that ' is satis�ed at the root ofthe input tree. Take A' = h2AP; cl('); �; '; F i. We need to de�ne the transitionfunction � and the acceptance condition F . Let n = k'k. For all � 2 2AP anda 2 Prog we de�ne:{ �(p; �) = true if p 2 �. � �(p; �) = false if p 62 �.{ �(:p; �) = true if p 62 �. � �(:p; �) = false if p 2 �.{ �('1 ^ '2; �) = (0; '1) ^ (0; '2).{ �('1 _ '2; �) = (0; '1) _ (0; '2).{ �(�y:'(y); �) = (0; '(�y:'(y))).{ �(hai ; �) = ((�1;  ) ^ (0; p�a )) _Wnc=1 ((c;  ) ^ (c; pa)).{ �(ha�i ; �) = ((�1;  ) ^ (0; pa)) _Wnc=1 ((c;  ) ^ (c; p�a )).{ �([a] ; �) = ((�1;  ) _ (0;:p�a )) ^Vnc=1 ((c;  ) _ (c;:pa)).{ �([a�] ; �) = ((�1;  ) _ (0;:pa)) ^Vnc=1 ((c;  ) _ (c;:p�a )).The translation here is by a straighfoward induction on the structure of '. Itsimpli�es the translation given in [2] (for the standard �-calculus), since we allowthe usage of "-transitions (i.e., transitions to the direction 0).It remains to de�ne the parity acceptance condition F . This is done analo-gously to the construction in [11], which drew a tight relationship between modelchecking for the standard �-calculus and one-way nondeterministic parity treeautomata. utCorollary 4. A uniform formula ' of the full �-calculus is satis�able i� L(A')is not empty.4 Emptiness of Two-Way Alternating Tree AutomataWe solve the emptiness problem for two-way alternating tree automata, by re-ducing them to one-way nondeterministic tree automata. A run of a nonde-terministic tree automaton is a tree with the same structure as the input treebut a di�erent label set; the run tree is labeled by states. In contrast, a run ofan alternating automaton is a tree whose structure can be quite di�erent thanthat of the input tree. Thus, to reduce alternating automata to nondeterministicautomata, we have to overcome this di�culty.



Let A = h�;Q; �; q0; F i be a two-way alternating automaton on k-ary trees.A strategy tree for A is a mapping � : f1; : : : ; kg�! 2Q�[k]�Q. Thus, each labelin a strategy is an edge-[k]-labeled directed graph on Q. Intuitively, each label isa set of transitions. For each label �, we de�ne state(�) = fu : (u; i; v) 2 �g, i.e.,state(�) is the set of sources in the graph �. The strategy tree � is on a k-ary inputtree (f1; : : : ; kg�; V ) if q0 2 state(� (")), and for each node x 2 f1; : : : ; kg� andeach state q 2 state(� (x)), the set f(c; q0) : (q; c; q0) 2 � (x)g satis�es �(q; V (x)).Thus, each label can be viewed as a strategy of satisfying the transition function.A path � in a strategy tree � is a sequence (u1; q1); (u2; q2); : : : of pairsfrom f1; : : : ; kg� � Q such that, for all i > 0, there is some ci 2 [k] such that(qi; ci; qi+1) 2 � (ui) and ui+1 = ui � ci. Thus, � is obtained by following tran-sitions in the strategy tree. We de�ne inf(�) to be the set of states in Q thatoccur in�nitely often in �. We say that an in�nite path � satis�es a parity con-dition F = (G1; G2; : : :) if there is an even i for which inf(�) \ Gi 6= ; andinf(�) \Gi�1 = ;. We say that � is accepting if all in�nite paths in � satisfy F .Proposition 5. A two-way alternating parity automaton accepts an input treei� it has an accepting strategy tree over the input tree.Proof Sketch: The \if" direction is immediate. For the \only if" direction,let A = h�;Q; �; q0; F i, F = (G1; G2; : : :), and let (f1; : : : ; kg�; V ) be the inputtree. Consider the following game between two players: the Protagonist and theAntagonist. Intuitively, the Protoganist is trying to show that A accepts theinput tree, and the Antagonist is trying to challenge that. A con�guration of thegame is a pair in f1; : : : ; kg� �Q. The initial con�guration is ("; q0). Consider acon�guration (x; q). The Protagonist now chooses a set f(c1; q1); : : : ; (cm; qm)gthat satis�es �(q; V (x)); the Antagonist responds by choosing an element (ci; qi)of the set. The new con�guration is then (x � ci; qi). If x � ci is unde�ned orif �(q; V (x)) = false, then the Antagonist wins immediately. Consider now anin�nite play . Let inf() be the set of states in Q that repeat in�nitely in thesequence of con�gurations in . The Protagonist wins if there is an even i forwhich inf() \Gi 6= ; and inf() \Gi�1 = ;. It is not di�cult to see that theProtagonists wins the game, i.e., has a winning strategy against the Antagonist,i� A accepts the input tree.The game as we described it meets the conditions in [20] (see also [43]). Itfollows that if the Protagonist wins then it as a memoryless strategy, i.e., astrategy whose moves do not depend on the history of the game, but only on thecurrent con�guration. Thus, A accepts the input tree i� it has a strategy treeover the input tree. utWe have thus succeeded in de�ning a notion of run for alternating automatathat will have the same tree structure as the input tree. We are still facing theproblem that paths in a strategy tree can go both up and down. We need to �nda way to restrict attention to uni-directional paths.Let A = h�;Q; �; q0; F i, F = (G1; G2; : : : ; Gm), be a two-way alternatingautomaton on k-ary trees, and let � : f1; : : : ; kg� ! 2Q�[k]�Q be a strategytree for A. An annotation for A is a mapping � : f1; : : : ; kg� ! 2Q�2f1;:::;mg�Q.Thus, each label in an annotation is an edge-2f1;:::;mg-labeled directed graph onQ. For each state q 2 Q, let index(q) be the minimal i such that q 2 Gi. Wesay that � is an annotation of � if some closure conditions hold for each node



x 2 f1; : : : ; kg�. Intuitively, these conditions say that � contains all relevantinformation about �nite paths in � . The conditions are: (a) if (q;H1; q0) 2 �(x)and (q0;H2; q00) 2 �(x), then (q;H1 [ H2; q00) 2 �(x), (b) if (q; 0; q0) 2 � (x)then (q; index(q0); q0) 2 �(x), (c) if x = yi, (q;�1; q0) 2 � (x), (q0;H; q00) 2�(y), and (q00; i; q000) 2 � (x), then (q;H [ findex(q0); index(q000)g; q000) 2 �(x),(d) if y = xi, (q; i; q0) 2 � (x), (q0;H; q00) 2 �(y), and (q00;�1; q000) 2 � (y), then(q;H [ findex(q0); index(q000)g; q000) 2 �(x).A downward path � in � is a sequence (u1; q1; t1); (u2; q2; t2); : : : of triples,where each ui is in f1; : : : ; kg�, each qi is in Q, and each ti is either an elementof � (ui) or �(ui), such that: (a) either ti is (qi; c; qi+1) for some c 2 f1; : : : ; kg,and ui+1 = ui � c; in this case we de�ne index(ti) to be index(qi+1), or (b) ti is(qi;H; qi+1), for H � f1; : : : ;mg, and ui+1 = ui; in this case we de�ne index(ti)to be min(H). We consider two kinds of downward paths: (a) in�nite paths � =(u1; q1; t1); (u2; q2; t2); : : :, whose index, index(�) is de�ned as the minimal j suchthat index(ti) = j in�nitely often, or �nite paths � = (u1; q1; t1); : : : ; (us; qs; ts),where ts = (qs;Hs; qs) (i.e., the path ends in a loop), whose index, index(�) isde�ned as index(ts). In either case we say that � violates F if index(�) is odd.We say that � is accepting if no downward path in � violates F .Proposition 6. A two-way alternating parity automaton accepts an input treei� it has a strategy tree over the input tree and an accepting annotation of thestrategy tree.Proof Sketch: Let A = h�;Q; �; q0; F i, F = (G1; G2; : : : ; Gm), and let (f1; : : : ; kg�; V )be the input tree. Suppose �rst that A accepts the input tree. By Proposition 5,there is an accepting strategy tree � over (f1; : : : ; kg�; V ). Consider two an-notations �1 and �2 of � . Their intersection �1 \ �2, de�ned by �1 \ �2(x) =�1(x)\�2(x) for each x 2 f1; : : : ; kg�, is also an annotation of � . Thus, there ex-ists a minimal annotation � of � . (That is, if �0 is also an annotation of � , then �must be contained in �0, i.e., for each x 2 f1; : : : ; kg� we have that �(x) � �0(x).)It can be shown that since all paths in � satis�es F , no downward path in � vio-lates F . Conversely, suppose that � is a strategy tree over (f1; : : : ; kg�; V ) and �is an annotation of � such that no downward path in � violates F . Let �0 be theminimal annotation of � ; �0 must be contained in �. It follows that no downwardpath in �0 violates F . From this we can show that all paths in � satisfy F . ByProposition 5, A accepts (f1; : : : ; kg�; V ). utConsider now annotated trees (f1; : : : ; kg�; V; �; �), where � is a strategy treeforA on (f1; : : : ; kg�; V ) and � is an annotation of � .We say that (f1; : : : ; kg�; V; �; �)is accepting if � is accepting.Theorem 7. Let A be a two-way alternating parity tree automaton. Then thereis a nondeterministic parity tree automaton An such that L(A) = L(An). Thenumber of states in An is exponential in the number of states of A, but the sizeof the acceptance condition of An is linear in the size of the acceptance conditionof A.Proof Sketch: Let A = h�;Q; �; q0; F i, F = (G1; : : : ; Gm). The nondetermin-istic automaton An is the intersection of two automata. Given an annotatedtree (f1; : : : ; kg�; V; �; �), the �rst automaton, An1 , checks that � is a strategytree on (f1; : : : ; kg�; V ) and that � is an annotation of � . Constructing An1 is a



not-too-di�cult exercise. The second automaton,An2 , checks that � is accepting.We construct An2 in several steps.Consider a downward path � = (u1; q1; t1); (u2; q2; t2); : : :. We de�ne its pro-jection to be the sequence proj(�) = (q1; t1); (q2; t2); : : :, which is is a sequenceover the �nite alphabet Q� �(Q� [k]�Q) [ (Q � 2f1;:::;mg � Q)�. We can con-struct a co-parity word automatonB that accepts projections of downward pathsthat violates F . The state set of B is Q� f1; : : : ;mg. All that B does is checkthat (a) either ti is (qi; c; qi+1) for some c 2 f1; : : : ; kg, (b) ti is (qi;H; qi+1) forsome H � f1; : : : ;mg. In either case B also remembers index(ti). B acceptsif there is some ti = (qi;Hi; qi) with an odd index(ti) or if the minimal indexthat repeats in�nitely often is odd. The size of the acceptance condition of Bis linear in the size of the acceptance condition of A. From B we construct an-other co-parity word automaton B0. This automaton reads a sequence of labelsof � or � and checks whether it contains a projection of a downward path thatviolates F . The state set of B0 is still Q � f1; : : : ;mg, though its alphabet is2Q�[k]�Q[2Q�2f1;:::;mg�Q. The size of the acceptance condition of B0 is still lin-ear in the size of the acceptance condition of A. We now co-determinize B0, i.e.,determinize it and complement it in a singly-exponential construction [36,37,43]to obtain a deterministic parity word automaton B00 that rejects violating down-ward paths. The deterministic tree automatonB000 is obtained by simply runningB00 in parallel over all branches of (f1; : : : ; kg�; V; �; �). Thus, its size is expo-nential in the size of A. The size of the acceptance condition of B000 is still linearin the size of the acceptance condition of A. Finally, An2 is obtained from B000 byprojecting out the � and � component of the inputs tree, so the input tree is ofthe form (f1; : : : ; kg�; V ). utWe can now combine Theorem 3, Corollary 4, Theorem 7, and the tree au-tomata emptiness algorithms in [9,26,34] (which are polynomial in the numberof states, but exponential in the size of the acceptance condition) to obtain:Theorem 8. The satis�ability problem for the full �-calculus is decidable inexponential time.5 Concluding RemarksOver the last few years there has been a signi�cant interest in logics with boundednumber of variables (see [6,21]). One surprising result in this line of research isthat while FO3, 3-variable �rst-order logic, is already undecidable, the satis-�ability problem for FO2, 2-variable �rst-order logic, is NEXPTIME-complete[17]. This lead researchers to consider extensions of FO2. Unfortunately, fairlymodest extensions of FO2 by �xpoint constructs quickly lead to undecidabil-ity [18]. On the other hand, the full �-calculus can be viewed as a fragment of2-variable �xpoint logic [48]. Our main decidability result here for the full �-calculus pushes the \decidability envelope" further. The key di�erence betweenthe full �-calculus and the �xpoint extensions of FO2 seems to be the tree-modelproperty, which was o�ered in [48] as an explanation for the robust decidabilityof propositional program logics.References1. I. Beer, S. Ben-David, D. Geist, R. Gewirtzman, and M. Yoeli. Methodology andsystem for practical formal veri�cation of reactive hardware. In Proc. 6th Confer-
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